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Internet theater project opens in
Richmond
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By LUCIA ANDERSON
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The world is becoming increasingly urban. And not only are
more and more people living in cities, the cities are becoming
more and more alike. The experience of living in Shanghai is
similar in many ways to the experience of living in Buenos
Aires. Or Berlin. Or Lagos. Or even Richmond.

Virginia's capital is where theatergoers may view a unique
distillation of that common experience in performances tonight
through Tuesday. "Mutation #01: Out of Area" is not your
typical play, by all accounts. The Mutation project plays, not
long on plot or character development, could probably be called
stream-of-consciousness theater.

The Mutation project is the brainchild of Berlin theater director
Dirk Cieslak. He believes that, while some homogeneity has
been caused by an ever-expanding global marketplace, a large
part is attributable to the World Wide Web. People everywhere
are plugged into the same network, exchanging ideas and
experiences.



Cieslak got the idea of presenting the global city-living
experience in theater performances generated from Internet
communications. For a truly global effort, he needed
participation from a variety of cities around the world. After
meeting Isaac Regelson of Richmond through a mutual friend,
he picked Richmond as the representative U.S. city.

"He didn't want a big American city that has an image,
notoriety," Regelson said. "New York, Chicago, San Francisco
all carry too much baggage."

The other cities in the Mutation project are Buenos Aires,
Shanghai and Lagos in Nigeria.

Starting in August of 2002, Cieslak opened up a Web site,
mutationworkspace.de, where participants could write short
pieces about personal experiences and observations on living in
their respective cities. He organized the site in 121 topics that
include such things as relationships, home, work, normality,
struggle, growth and death.

In the first weeks the only contributors were the Berliners.
Regelson came online in September 2002, and was joined a
month later by Harry Kollatz Jr., co-founder of the Firehouse
Theatre, where the Richmond performance of this Mutation
project is being staged.

Gradually others began to contribute to the site. The first from
Buenos Aires appeared in October 2002. Bridget Gethins and
Marigia Maggipinto, who will be performing in Richmond with
Regelson, started writing pieces in March.

Gethins is the only professional actor among the Americans.
Maggi-pinto is a dancer and Regelson is an architect working
as a location scout for films. They are being joined in the
performance by two professional actors from the Berlin group.

The Shanghai core group came online at the end of March, and
those in Lagos started showing up in May.



The idea is to create characters from the ideas and experiences
posted on the Web site, and with those characters create a
different theater production in each of the five cities. The first
took place in Berlin in July. Richmond's turn comes this week.
Buenos Aires will have its performance in December, Lagos in
February and Shanghai in late April. Then all five groups will
meet in Berlin next June for a final combined performance.

The Richmond group has been rehearsing since Sept. 1. The
three Richmond performers will portray The Mother (Gethins),
The Moving Woman (Maggipinto) and The Boy (Regelson).
The Berliners, Miriam Fiordeponti and Niels Borman, will
portray The Nurse and The Private Investigator, respectively.

Regelson said that some of their 90-minute production is taken
from specific Web postings, but more of it will be based on the
general topics Cieslak set up in the beginning. Almost none of
the material is Richmond-specific, Regelson said.

"Dirk is looking for ways to discuss the effects of
globalization," Regelson said, "to gather global ideas in the
theater."
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